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Twenty five
years on, 

we remain
committed to the

ideals of 
our founders

Innisfree Housing Association – a charitable housing association

Registered office: 190 Iverson Road, London NW6 2HL

Tel: 020 7625 1818  Fax: 020 7328 9943   

Email: info@innisfree.org.uk  Website: www.innisfree.org.uk

Register of Friendly Societies Registration Number: 24847R

Housing Corporation registration Number: LH3829

There’s a kind of magic at Innisfree

that draws you in. Little did I think

when I joined as Interim Director in May

1994 that I would still be here now.

This book tells the stories of a handful

of people associated with Innisfree over

the last 25 years and what Innisfree

means to them. They represent the

many, many others who contributed in

their own way to the magic. There have

been all the board members who have

given their time voluntarily, former staff

members who remain part of the

‘family’, tenants who have moved

elsewhere but still keep in touch, and

all the friends and partners who have

supported us.

What impressed me from the start was

the strong sense of values among the

staff; the enormous commitment to the

Irish community and the belief that

anything could be achieved, no matter

what the obstacles were. In those early

years, there were indeed plenty of

challenges. Innisfree needed to smarten

up in order to meet the expectations of

the Housing Corporation. It was one

thing managing a few short-life

properties but quite a different story if

you hoped to develop new properties,

borrow money and present yourself as a

professional, accountable organisation. 

Clare Winstanley
Chief Executive
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So smarten up we did. Innisfree today is

the same ‘in the deep heart’s core’ in

terms of its values and behaviour but

smarter and more professional.

The journey has been slow but sure. We

are essentially a rather risk-averse

organisation, probably reflecting my

own tendencies. We have concentrated

on getting the basics right; making sure

housing management is done properly

and fairly; creating a robust governance

framework; investing in staff and

building strong networks and

partnerships. 

Being an immigrant with a different

history and a different culture is

common to the majority of Innisfree’s

tenants, staff and board members. There

is an unspoken, shared understanding

which stems from a belief that identity

matters. For Innisfree, that’s largely

about being Irish. But it doesn’t end

there. Abraham Pinter, a long-standing

board member of Agudas Israel Housing

Association, wrote in The Guardian a few

years ago: ‘Positive identity cultivates

cohesion: feeling comfortable with who

we are enables us to more easily

encounter the other.’

One of the early struggles for Innisfree

and our colleagues in the BME sector

was to convince government agencies

of the housing and support needs of the

wider BME community. While much has

been achieved, it is sad to say that

discrimination and unfairness still

exists. Deprivation, poor health and bad

housing conditions disproportionately

affect BME communities, especially

those from the newer communities

arriving in the UK. We still encounter

many Irish people who require intensive

help and support. With the downturn in

the Irish economy their needs are likely

to increase.

Twenty five years on, we remain

committed to the ideals of our

founders. But the world is very different

now with its emphasis on large and

corporate. Some would say that

Innisfree is an anomaly. We still have

the same name and the same logo. 

We are still campaigning for what we

believe in. That’s part of the magic.

Innisfree's influence has always been

disproportionate to its size and shows

how important it is that we all work

hard to maintain a range of diverse

housing association providers. 

The association has always taken 

a leadership role in representing the

interests of the Irish community in

London as well as addressing the

housing and support needs of all

communities in their areas of operation.

Innisfree is the founder member 

of the Solomon Group, showing how

effective partnerships between

associations can drive up performance

and spread best practice by

emphasising sharing and co-operation. 

It is an enviable profile and one which

gives the best possible foundation for

the next 25 years. I wish Innisfree every

success for the future.

David Orr
Chief Executive, National Housing Federation

An enviable profile...
the best foundation 

for the next 25 years
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Oh my gosh, this can’t be it!’ Those

were my first words when I saw the

property we were being offered by

Innisfree; it was lovely, so big, we just

couldn’t believe our luck. 

Before coming to Innisfree we were

living in a tiny basement studio flat with

two small children; it was a nightmare. 

The children had nowhere to play, 

I couldn’t hold any birthday parties for

them because we couldn’t have any

visitors — the place was just too small

and cramped to do anything. I look back

now and wonder how we coped. 

Then everything changed, we bid on a

property from Innisfree which was in

West Hampstead, and shortly

afterwards we got the call to go and

view it. I imagined what it would be like

to live here and when I walked into the

actual property I couldn’t believe the

amount of space. We just loved it, so we

told the housing officer showing us

around that we were definitely

interested. Finally the call came. 

We had got it, the property was ours. 

It was a dream come true! 

We have lived here for two years now

and we are so happy here. The children

love it, they have so much space to play

in; at last we have somewhere we can

call home. West Hampstead is a great

place to live, everything is so close 

by, the park, shops and multiple

transport links. 

Innisfree’s office is only around the

corner and we know that if we have a

problem there is always someone at the

office we can discuss it with; it’s like

having a family member nearby. 

Thank you Innisfree. 

Jennifer and family
Tenants in a new-build home

it’s like 
having a family
member nearby
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Innisfree HA holds a special place in

my heart. Being the first Director of a

newly registered Housing Association

was a major challenge. While there was

great support from LB Brent and the

Housing Corporation, ultimately, we had

to make it work. Our first successful

monitoring visit from the Housing

Corporation marked a milestone. This

was followed by the opening of Innisfree

House by the Minister for Housing, Sir

George Young M.P. – an event which

raised some political hares at the time.

Tenants of Innisfree HA became friends

of the staff, and indeed saw themselves

as the real Innisfree HA. 

Twenty five years ago, when we were

setting up the organisation nobody

really knew how things would turn out.

We saw ourselves as establishing a

resource for Irish people in housing

need, (although we always interpreted

Irish in a very broad sense, with the

element of need taking priority over

parish). At that time there was a lot of

discrimination against Irish people.

Many state agencies were not always

responsive to their needs, despite

having obligations of universal

provision. 

Back then, we truly did not know if the

organisation would remain true to the

mission. Today, it is a great joy to see

that its mission and approach has

endured, and it has continued to grow

and develop beyond our expectations. 

Innisfree HA stands out as a statement

of successful social justice for Irish

people within the multi-cultural, multi-

racial society that is Britain. I am sure

that the concern and respect for

tenants shown by Innisfree staff is as

strong today as it was in the beginning.

The organisation, with its network of

friends, tenants, public representatives,

housing colleagues, staff and Board can

confidently look forward to another

great 25 years. 

Dr Padraic Kenna
First Director of Innisfree

Innisfree HA 
stands out as a

statement of
successful 

social justice 
in Britain
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Bernie Jones came to London from

Clonmel for six months, but that

was 40 years ago. She moved to the

Clochar Court sheltered scheme from

Willesden Green 10 years ago after her

son died. She was already a widow. 

She is housebound because of a broken

hip which cannot be operated on. ‘When

they first offered me a place in

Harlesden I had thought it was a rough

area and I told them they could keep it,

but when I came here I liked what I

saw. I was delighted.

The bedroom is big and the flat has got

everything I could want. I’ve been very

happy here. It’s all mine. Nobody

interferes unless you want something.

I’ve kept my independence, and that’s

very important to me.’

Margaret Carroll is a recent arrival

at Clochar Court and a dynamo

that drives the social life of the

community there. She organises the

bingo sessions, coffee mornings, and

the Wednesday club, which involves

children from the neighbouring convent

school with residents.

Before moving to Clochar Court she had

been living in a bedsit for seven years

while working as a child minder, and

had to move when she retired.

‘I love London and I didn’t want to go

back to Ireland when I finished working.

I couldn’t believe how nice it was here.

It’s lovely. If I won the lottery I wouldn’t

think of leaving. The neighbours are

lovely.’

Bernie and Margaret
Life and soul of Clochar Court

I’ve kept my
independence

If I won the
lottery I
wouldn’t
think of
leaving

Bernie Jones
(seated) and
Margaret Carroll
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Yeats’ poem ‘The Lake Isle of

Innisfree’ evokes such a powerful

longing for home that I always thought

it an inspired name for an Irish housing

association. It was one of my mother’s

favourites, and it was the remembrance

of her that first alerted me to Innisfree

in the late 1980s.

When, a few years later, Clare

connected my day job at Shelter with

my London Irish background and invited

me to join the Board, I was delighted. I

had no inkling then of what a rewarding

part Innisfree would come to play in my

life, but from my very first meeting, I

had a strong sense of being at home. 

I’d grown up in North London in an

extended Irish family, served at mass,

worn my shamrock to school, visited

grandparents in Kerry and Donegal

every summer, worked on Murphy’s

sites during college holidays, gone to

countless Irish weddings and funerals,

and shared many a pint with my Dad

and his mates. So the people I met at

Innisfree - staff, tenants, fellow board

members, contractors - were the same

people I’d grown up around. Innisfree

felt reassuringly familiar. 

But Innisfree felt very different too. I’d

already served on other housing

association boards and committees, but

these were large, impersonal,

organisations. They were doing good

work, of course, but seemed a bit

characterless. What struck me about

Innisfree from the start was its

humanity. 

It was committed to creating homes,

not just building houses, and it cared as

much for those it couldn’t or didn’t

house, as for those it could and did. It

wanted to put the housing needs of

Irish people in London firmly on the

agenda and to show why empathy and

sensitivity are essential qualities for a

good and successful landlord.

Human in scale, humane in outlook;

that’s the Innisfree I first came into

contact with in 1992 and, thanks to

Clare’s inspired leadership, it’s the

Innisfree we know today. 

Maurice Wren
Chair from 1997 - 2005

What struck 
me was its

humanity

11 | Innisfree 25th Anniversary 
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Margaret and Ken Walsh live in a 

flat in a West Hampstead street

property transferred to Innisfree in

2009. Ken is retired from the Royal Mail,

and has been in hospital frequently in

recent years. At 73 Margaret still works

three days a week at the Royal Free

Hospital and has no plans to stop. He

came from the Curragh and she’s from

Dublin, but they met in London, and

married 50 years ago on Boxing Day

2010.  

Margaret: ‘The first thing you notice is

that you get a human voice with a name

when you have a problem. That’s such a

gift – and the staff are fabulous. We

have needed a couple of repairs and

they came along straightaway.

One job involved repairing plaster on

the stairs and he had his own Hoover

with him and cleaned up after himself.’ 

Ken ‘All the workmen are very nice.

Before they were pathetic.’

Recently they had a problem with the

front door lock at 4.50 on a Friday

afternoon which would have meant they

couldn’t leave the house for the

weekend. 

‘We called the office and the member of

staff said ‘don’t panic; that’s my job —

we’ll have someone with you to sort it

out in 15 minutes. And they did.’

The Walshs
Tenants of a street property

The first thing you
notice is that you

get a human voice
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Myself and my family would like to

thank you for the home you have

given us. This has, and will continue to,

make a huge difference to all of our

lives. It has been the best Christmas

ever, thanks to you all.

We have had a tough few years but

things are turning around for us now in

many ways. We hope to put something

back into the community at some point

in the future. Happy New Year! Many

thanks and warm wishes.

A thank-you card sent earlier this year
to the Innisfree team, after Ben and
Katie McKie and their two boys had
moved into a new home in Camden

The McKie family
New tenants

This will 
make a huge
difference to 
all our lives
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Extracts from our 2008 Stakeholder Survey

Remarkably consistent in maintaining high standards over time. While
operationally performance has remained generally at same level, they
have done much visible work on their mission and objectives and
strategic priorities
RSL partner

It is at the top of its game and has stayed there – so not stood still 
Business partner  

Reliable and co-operative partner which can be depended upon to carry
out their part in any joint projects
RSL partner

Flexibility and commitment to partnership working. Prepared to work
outside their own areas of specific responsibility to secure partnership
goals
LA partner

Focused vision. Clear about objectives. Controlled ambition. People can
and want to do business with them
LA partner

Clear about its purpose. Prioritising quality over quantity. Working
effectively as a BME partner. Providing a locally based service
RSL partner

Straightforward organisation which listens to advice, acts on it and takes
decisions in timely fashion
Business partner

In difficult and changing times for small and B&ME RSLs, continuing to
deliver and maintain a sound business and to serve the needs of the Irish
community
LA partner

Holding the standard as a well-run, viable and consistent B&ME organisation
RSL partner

Could take on a bit more risk and with its considerable experience and
strength help other small and B&ME organisations start up projects
RSL peer

Could use their cultural sensitivity to work with other providers in
different (and new to them) service areas, e.g. substance misuse
LA partner

Continue as a good community-based RSL. Avoid spreading themselves
too thinly
RSL partner 

Promote new services for Irish Community e.g. support services for elders
LA partner

Remain a strong force and champion for small RSLs
RSL peer

This survey was carried out for Innisfree by an independent consultant,
Nigel Phethean. 

Councillor Keith Moffitt
Leader of Camden Council

Keith describes Innisfree as the

‘human face of housing associations’.

He first had close contact with Innisfree

when they took over a controversial

development in his own ward a couple of

years ago. ‘Complaints and concerns

from local residents soon calmed down

once Innisfree had taken over.’ 
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1985

Innisfree
registered as
a charitable
HA .

1986/7

Management
of short-life
properties for
Brent & larger
HAs .

1987/8 1988/9 1989 1990/1 1991/2 1992/3

Management
of a shared
supported
house in
Kilburn.

Registration
with Housing
Corporation.

Our second
supported
scheme 
(in Ealing)
opened.

First
permanent
housing at
Innisfree
House,
Kilburn –
opened by 
Sir George
Young.

Clochar Court,
sheltered
scheme for
Irish elders
opened.

Nationwide
loan of
£1.2m (the
first private
loan to an
Irish HA).

1993/4

New homes
in Belsize
Square,
Camden.

Padraic Kenna,
founding
Director
leaves.

1994

New senior
staff, Clare
Winstanley 
& Liam
O’Shaughnessy
join.

1995 1995/6 1996/7 1997/8 1998/9 1999/00

Irish Housing
Forum
formed.

Turnover
£878,000.

£3m raised
through
stock issue
with THFC.

Transfer of
60 properties
into ownership 
& 51 new
homes built.

Geoffrey
Randall’s
report:
Meeting the
need, on the
work of Irish
HAs.

CRE Report:
Discrim-
ination &
the Irish
Community
in Britain.

200 homes in
ownership.

£2m private
finance
facility.

Clochar Court
taken into
ownership

The Solomon
Project
(benchmarking
group)
formed.

Irish
recognised as
‘BME’ group
by Housing
Corporation.

Home Office
announce
Irish category
in 2001
census.

Joint
conference
with FBHO
held at
Central Hall,
Westminster

Friends of
Innisfree
launched.

Brent Protocol
developed 
by BME
associations in
Brent,a project
initiated by
Innisfree and
ARHAG.

In the top 39
performing
HAs in a field
of over 2500
nationally.

The first
gardening
competition.

Publication of
Still beyond
the Pale
report by
Helen Cope.

£7.3m grant
in indirect
allocations
from the HC.

Tenants
survey reveals
high levels of
anti-Irish
harassment.

First charity
golf event
raises £2500
for the Friends
of Innisfree.

2000/1 2001/2

Still beyond
the Pale
follow-up
report.

Turnover
£1,569.000.

Innisfree milestones
Significant events since 1985



1990 1995 2000 2005

393

2010

■ Owned

■ Managed, pending acquisition

■ Total

79 31
4

323

21
 

30
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3 12

538

11 52
7
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2002/3

First Solomon
Project joint
staff conference
with six
associations
attending.

Pauline McLynn
becomes a
patron.

300 homes in
ownership.

2003/4

Innisfree is one
of only four HAs
in the country to
get top green
lights for both
governance and
management.
Derek King
Director of
Regulation for
the HC London
region says
‘Living proof
that you don’t
have to be big to
be professional.’

Introduction of
Choice Based
Lettings – 
first warnings
sounded of the
difficulties in
providing
homes for our
target group,
the Irish
community.

Summer
clubs funded
through
Friends of
Innisfree.

2004/5 2005/6 2006/7 2007/8 2008/9 2009/10

Independent
governance
review confirms
the strong state
of our
governance.

New report 
by Geoffrey
Randall, Future
Directions,
confirms the
need for
specialist
housing for
vulnerable,
especially older,
Irish people.

432 properties
in ownership/
management
pending
acquisition.

Turnover
£2,233.000.

Two Grade As
and four Grade
Bs awarded by
Brent for our
sheltered
provision.

Galtymore 
gig raises £3k 
and Golf
competition
raises £4k for
Friends of
Innisfree.

Excellent results
from STATUS
tenant survey.

462 properties
in ownership/
management
pending
acquisition

Turnover
£2,301.000

Solomon
Project 10th
anniversary
(celebrated at
House of
Commons)

Second
governance
review shows
consistently
high standards
continue.

Second
Stakeholder
Survey gives
very high ratings.

485 properties
in ownership/
management
pending
acquisition.

Sarah Teather
MP for Brent East
says ‘The Irish
community has
deep roots
within Brent and
it is through the
work of
organisations like
Innisfree that it
continues to
grow and
flourish. Innisfree
is far more than
a housing
association and
many local
people tell me
how much they
appreciate the
whole range of
support on offer.
I congratulate
Innisfree.’

Turnover
£2,962.000.

Three new
schemes
opened in
Camden.

Family Mosaic
transfer of 48
homes in
Camden to
Innisfree.

538 properties
in ownership/
management
pending
acquisition.

Kina, Lady
Avebury judges
the tenth
annual
gardening
competition.

Innisfree milestones
Significant events since 1985

Innisfree properties
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I am delighted to be associated with

the wonderful Innisfree, which does

such genuinely good and meaningful

work. In this anniversary year, that work

has never been more important.

Innisfree is all the more necessary and

relevant now as the country struggles

with recession and even more of the

population is descending into poverty. 

The association has never been afraid

to step up to the mark and is never

found wanting. That makes me hugely

proud. 

Congratulations to all of the wonderful

people who have made it so special for

25 years.

Never afraid to
step up to the

mark and never
found wanting

Pauline McLynn,
famously Mrs
Doyle in Father
Ted, and now
the star of the
BAFTA award-
winning
Shameless.

Pauline McLynn
Patron of the Friends of Innisfree 
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Innisfree means many things to me

but the most important thing is that it

has provided me a home in which I am

very proud to live. When I first joined

Innisfree twelve years ago, I lived in

Salusbury Road, Queens Park in one of

their supported housing schemes. After

almost three years, I was offered the

one-bedroomed flat in which I have

lived for the past eight years and which

today I call home.

Having been in London for the past

twenty years, I was very aware of how

difficult it is to buy or secure a private

property, especially for a single person.

My name had been on several waiting

lists to obtain a one-bedroomed

property and despite making several

enquiries, I stayed on the waiting lists.

A friend told me about Innisfree and I

contacted them straight away. After

having been accustomed to so much

red tape and bureaucracy in the past

with other housing agencies, I was

surprised with the way everything was

handled and taken care of in such a

friendly, civil way. It felt like I was

speaking to people in Ireland who

understood what I meant and where I

was coming from. There was no culture

bridge to cross and that for me was a

huge advantage and made

communication easy and natural.

I am very proud of Innisfree, for all that

is has done over the past 25 years for

the Irish community and for all it is

continuing to do to provide good

housing. In addition, it continues to

promote and introduce the work of

many other Irish agencies and

organisations, helping to build a

stronger network of support for Irish

people. It has provided homes for many

people and supported the needs of each

tenant. When I am asked what housing

agency I am with, I am very proud to say

‘Innisfree, it’s an Irish housing

association.’ And that says everything

for me.

Mary Stapleton
Tenant and refugee from red tape

It felt like I was
speaking to people

who understood
where I was 
coming from
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Brendan lived in supported housing
with Innisfree for three years. After he
was re-housed by Ealing Council in his
own self-contained accommodation in
April 2009 he kept in touch with staff at
Innisfree, and still comes to all the
parties!

Innisfree provided an excellent service

while I was a tenant. I always felt well

supported and listened to. I was

extremely happy with the service they

provided.

I still feel very comfortable and confident

to continue going up to the office to ask

for help from Innisfree, as I know there

will always be someone to help me. They

are all extremely helpful and efficient. 

If it wasn’t for Innisfree I wouldn’t have

my nice bungalow in Ealing. 

I have extremely fond memories of my

time with Innisfree and if it wasn’t for

them, where would I be today? I wouldn’t

have anything as I wouldn’t have known

what to do. Innisfree finish what they start.

Brendan Cullen
A former tenant 

If it wasn’t 
for them,

where would
I be today?

That unique service is
as necessary now as it

was 20 years ago

I can still recall that day in January

1990 when I first came into contact

with Innisfree Housing Association. I

went for an interview at the rambling old

house off Willesden Lane where

Innisfree had its office and rented rooms

to a few of the many thousands of Irish

people arriving in London at that time

looking for work. To my great good

fortune I got the job and spent the next,

very happy 11 years working for Innisfree

before returning to Dublin in 2001.

In those early days of Innisfree, apart

from two hostels owned by the

association, all of the other properties

were ‘short life’ and were let almost

exclusively to Irish people in housing

need across London. As well as providing

much needed affordable accommodation,

the successful management of these

properties helped to establish Innisfree

as a bona fide member of the growing

housing association movement and

enabled it to play a significant role in the

development of the growing Black and

Minority Ethnic housing sector. I have

many fond memories of that time: 

• Bruno’s Cafe in Walm Lane and the 

enormous breakfasts which Padraic

Kenna forced me to have every day,

telling me that it was part of my job

description.

• Christmas week, probably in 1991, a

taxi arriving at the office overflowing with

Irish bacon sent by the Irish Pig Farmers

Association following the end of an Irish

Food Fair. The hostels and homeless

projects in Brent were not short of bacon

and ham over Christmas that year.

• The scheme openings, particularly

the opening of Innisfree House in

Willesden.

• The many parties, especially the ones

held in Clochar Court. Times change,

but I believe that the need for the unique

type of culturally specific service that

Innisfree HA provides is as necessary

now as it was when I first started work

with them some 20 years ago.

*Gene is now President of the Irish Council for Social Housing
and Chief Executive of The Iveagh Trust, Dublin

Gene Clayton
Housing Director from 1994 – 2001
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Up to about eight years ago, Innisfree

always brought to mind W.B. Yeats

and his poem, but then I got to know

about another Innisfree when a friend,

and former Trustee of Innisfree Housing

Association, told me about his

involvement, knowing I was involved in

the housing movement through my

chairmanship of Springboard Housing

Association (now part of the big Genesis

Group). Clare Winstanley got in touch,

and I happily agreed to become a Friend

of Innisfree. Since then I have had the

huge pleasure of being a judge of the

gardening competition each summer,

and the opportunity to meet many

residents with a wide range of housing

provision; always receiving a warm Irish

welcome. I have got to know a number

of the staff who have also been so

friendly and welcoming. I have become

much more aware of the Irish

population of London as a distinct

group of people who gain so much from

what Innisfree has to offer in terms of

Irish culture, music and craic, as well,

of course, as housing and support

services.

On its 25th birthday I wish everyone at

Innisfree many more years of success,

growth and service to the communities

you serve. I am proud to be associated

with you all. May you flourish as the

lilies brought from Kerry flourish at

Clochar Court.

Kina Lady Avebury
A Friend of Innisfree

Irish people
in London

gain so
much 

from it

What has Innisfree done for me?

Trying to put that into words has

proved harder than I thought.

First, of course, Innisfree meant a place

to live. Just as it still is, social housing

was in short supply back in the ‘90’s’

and it was a lucky day for me when a

friend recommended the Piccadilly

Advice Centre and they, in turn, referred

me to Innisfree. I had heard of it from

friends, but apart from knowing it had

been set up by a handful of Irish people

to help mainly single Irish, I really did

not know anything else.

Not long after moving into a shared

house, I became involved in the tenants

association, which was very strong at

the time. Sadly, despite our best efforts,

attempts to revive it in recent years

have not been successful. Later I joined

Housing Services Committee, then

Finance and the Board of Management.

All of these activities I have thoroughly

enjoyed and would strongly recommend

to fellow tenants.

I have found it a fantastic way of

building confidence, speaking at

meetings, or going to functions at

various venues; I have never forgotten

my first visit to the Irish Embassy and

meeting the Ambassador, being both

terrified and excited at the same time.

And that pride in being Irish is another

thing that Innisfree is all about. It is a

perfect example of what we can do. 

Geraldine Gordon
Tenant and, since 1997, a member of Innisfree’s Board 

A fantastic 
way of 

building
confidence 
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Des Brittain
From the street to the screen

I will always be grateful to Innisfree for

giving me the chance to turn my life

around.

Seventeen years ago I was living in a

hostel for the homeless. The best years

of my life were behind me, or so I

thought. I was in my early forties and was

beginning to think I had no prospects and

literally didn’t know which way to turn as

I tramped the streets of London looking

for a handout and hoping and praying for

a way out of the mess I ended up in.

Fortunately for me I was referred to the

Innisfree Housing Association which

was then still in its early days, and

within a week or two I was offered a

beautiful flat in one of the nicer areas 

of Kilburn.

Having roots and a home to call my own

for the first time in many years enabled

me to haul myself up out of the gutter

and turn my life around. I figured I was

too old for any employer to want me so

after some time on the dole I set myself

up in business as a man with a van. For

a few years I was able to make a good

living working for myself and sometimes

employing others to help out. 

I branched out, no pun intended, into

landscaping and garden maintenance

having got a taste for horticulture by

creating and maintaining the lovely

garden in the block where I live.

Now as I approach the latter part of my

life I find even more possibilities are

opening up for me.

I took up acting, and having acquired an

agent, I am being offered various roles

as an older character actor. I have

completed two feature films, three

short films and appeared in numerous

plays on the London fringe in the past

five years. I am currently appearing in a

new play as a tough, Northern football

manager. It’s a great script and I have

the lead role. Who knows where all this

will end up?

From a bum on the streets to the

Hollywood Oscar ceremony? Why not?

Thanks to all at Innisfree for giving me

that kick start.

Innisfree’s 
kick-start turned 

my life around
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Having collaborated with Innisfree in

a number of capacities for more

than 20 years, I am delighted to add my

congratulations to Innisfree on reaching

its 25 year milestone.

Innisfree exemplifies everything that is

good about housing associations. It has

a clear purpose and objectives, and has

stayed true to them at all times, without

being diverted by short term interests.

It has always chosen quality over

quantity. It is genuinely grounded in the

community it serves, and is always

listening.

As a partner, Innisfree is clear about its

priorities and objectives, and

appropriately challenging to secure the

right outcome, but without ever losing

sight of the principles and behaviours

that make a good partnership.

Innisfree’s success is a tribute to

everyone involved – strong governance,

first class leadership from the

management team, and a real

commitment to service from all staff.

Long may it continue. 

Nick Wood
Chief Executive of Crown HA 

It is genuinely
grounded in the

community it 
serves, and is

always listening 

Mick Maloney has been handling all

the plumbing and heating

maintenance for Innisfree since it

started, and at 68 he intends going on

for another five years – before getting

himself new knees to replace the pair

he’s worn out at work. 

He’s never far from water – he even

starts every day of the week with a 40

minute swim at 6.30.

When he first worked for Innisfree all

their properties were short life, but just

as the association has grown over the

years, so has Mick’s business. He now

employs his son Shaun, grandson

Michael, ‘six or seven other blokes and

some self-employed’ on a wide range of

contracts, but still calls into the

Innisfree office to pick up and discuss

jobs at least once a day.

‘That face to face contact; it’s important.

Coming to work with Innisfree was the

best thing that could have happened to

me.’

Mick Maloney
Plumber in residence

That face to face
contact; it’s

important



I am an Innisfree tenant. Last year I

joined both the Board and the Finance

Committee. A few years ago a number

of tenants and I set up a tenants'

association and have always, and

continue to receive enormous support

from Clare and all the staff at Innisfree.

Personally as a tenant, any problems

that I may encounter have always been

dealt with promptly and efficiently. 

The staff at Innisfree are there to

support all their tenants in whatever

needs they have, and they do so to the

best of their abilities – and as tenants

we cannot ask for better. I thoroughly

enjoy being a tenant of Innisfree

Housing Association. To me it is like

being part of an extended family. I wish

Clare and all the staff continued

success for many more years to come.

Bernadette Gallagher
Tenant Board member

Like being 
part of an
extended

family 

My involvement as a board member

with Innisfree began in 1989, the

year they were registered with the

Housing Corporation. At the time it had a

few short life properties, high hopes and

a very clear mission; to provide housing

and support for the Irish community in

London. When I look back – what an

achievement Innisfree has made! 

I remained on the Board for 10 years in

which time I saw the organisation grow;

with that came challenges, but the

mission of the association was never

lost or diluted. The culturally sensitive

service Innisfree provided, and

continues to provide, is invaluable,

making a real difference to the lives of

their tenants and service users. As the

current Mayor of London Borough of

Brent I hear of the good work Innisfree

does and the importance of continuing

to support the Irish community in

Brent. 

Congratulations to all the staff and

board involved with Innisfree. 25 years

providing homes, not just houses, is

something to be extremely proud of.

Here’s to the next 25 years! 

Jim O’Sullivan
Mayor of Brent

the mission
of the
association
was never
lost or diluted



I first joined Innisfree’s Housing

Services Committee eight years ago,

then the Board and last September I was

elected Chair. The time has flown by! 

I was born and bred in London, my

parents having emigrated in the 1950s.

My dad is from Monaghan and my mum

from Wexford, making it highly unlikely

that they would have met in Ireland -

so, thank heavens for the dancehalls of

North London! 

My parents used to tell my brothers and

me about the ‘no dogs, no blacks, no

Irish’ prejudice which they faced. It

saddens me, fifty years later, that there

is still a proven housing need amongst

the Irish community. I have enjoyed

every minute of my involvement with

Innisfree. At one stage I was both

working and studying towards a

professional qualification, so spare time

was like gold dust, but the meetings

with Innisfree never felt like a chore.

This is a testament to the commitment

and energy of Clare and her team and

my fellow Board members.

As we look forward to the next 25 years,

I am certain that we will rise to all the

challenges ahead. We are a lean, well

focused organisation with strong

governance and a clear direction. We

value our tenants and work with them.

I am also very confident that Innisfree

will remain true to its mission. I would

like to see us extending our expertise

and skills beyond our current tenant

base and bringing some of the warmth

and humanity – so prevalent at Innisfree

– to the wider Irish community and

beyond. Happy Anniversary!

Sinéad McQuillan
Chair of Innisfree

I have enjoyed
every minute of my

involvement with
Innisfree

Board of Management 2010-2011
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